A Piano History Timeline
1700—Harpsichord maker Bartolomeo Cristofori’s invents the “piano e forte” (“soft and loud”) in Florence,

Italy.
1739—Domenico del Mela builds the earliest known upright piano in Gagliano, Italy.
Early 1700s—Piano builder Gottfried Silbermann adds a precursor to the modern damper pedal, which lifts all
dampers from the strings at once to create a sustained tone.
Late 1700s—Piano making flourished in the Viennese school. Mozart composed for these instruments, which
were built with wooden frames with two strings per note.
Early 1800s—The English firm Broadwood is the first to make sturdy pianos with a range of more than five

octaves
1811—Theatrical pianist and composer Franz Liszt was born in Hungary. He brought virtuosity and flair to
piano playing and created the piano recital.
1853—The piano maker Steinway and Sons was founded by Heinrich Engelhard Steinway. His innovations
include cast-iron frames and overstringing, or placing strings vertically overlapping and slanted.
1863—Frenchman Henri Fourneaux invents the player piano, which “plays itself” using a piano roll and
mechanics.
1873—Composer, pianist, and conductor Sergei Rachmaninoff is born in Russia. A virtuoso, his hands
spanned the interval of a 13 on the keyboard. His second and third piano concertos are among the most
challenging.
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Late 1800s—The modern upright piano and grand pianos that are used
today first appeared.
1919—By this date, 156,000 pianos and 180,000 player pianos were being manufactured in the US.
1938—Composer John Cage “prepares” a piano, adding nuts, bolts, and pieces of rubber in the instrument to
create a wide array of percussive sounds.
1962—The first Van Cliburn International Piano Competition is held in Fort Worth, Texas. In 1958 Van
Cliburn sensationally won the first International Tchaikovsky Competition in Russia at the height of the Cold
War.
1980s—Digital pianos became available. They used digital sampling to produce the sound of every piano note.
Later innovations include keyboards “weighted” to feel like a grand piano’s and onboard recording technology.

2000s—With MIDI technology, internet capability, onboard learning tools, computer screens and more, pianos
enter the 21st century with hi-tech features that make them as popular as ever. In 2005, 144,000 digital pianos
are sold in the US.

